LIVE EVENTS COMPANY RESOLVES STREAMING VIDEO AND TICKET SALES PERFORMANCE ISSUES

CHALLENGE
Over the course of a decade, this live events company has expanded its ticketing, concert promotion, and venue operation business across 37 countries to serve 530 million users, 26,000 annual events, and 75 festivals. But not without growing pains.

As they grew operations, the company began to experience performance problems when tickets for an especially popular act went on sale. As they introduced real-time streaming video for live concert events, video and audio quality and reliability issues surfaced. It became apparent that the existing WAN infrastructure was no longer adequate to the task of supporting the always-on, always-connected generation. The network team initiated the search for a solution with the availability, performance, and resilience to keep up with their growth.

SOLUTION
Impressed by its capabilities and track-record, the team selected Cisco’s software-defined wide-area network offering, IWAN, on which to build the infrastructure of their new WAN. They were confident that the solution would ensure high link availability and reliability, two key performance indicators that were critical to deliver quality real-time video and a high-volume of retail transactions, services that formed the backbone of their business.

After evaluating the alternatives, the team also adopted the Cisco-recommended management solution for IWAN from LiveAction, LiveNX. The intuitive network performance management solution features a single-pane-of-glass view into the state of the network using color-coded indicators (green, amber, red) to instantly alert network engineers to problems. Without leaving the interface, engineers can drill down into the data to identify the root cause of a problem and resolve it.

RESULTS
After deployment of IWAN with LiveNX, the network team saw immediate improvement in the quality of real-time concert video connections and a significant drop in complaints as customer satisfaction increased. The improved customer experience also extended to online ticketing during peak surges in demand as transaction response times improved and the number of completed transactions increased.

“With LiveNX, we have a sense of comfort that our team can quickly address network issues during stressful peak busy hour network traffic conditions,” the senior network engineer said.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
LiveNX and LiveUX Downloads
Free downloads of LiveNX and LiveUX are available now. Visit our webpage to discover more details and benefits of LiveNX and LiveUX.

Upcoming Webinars
Check out our updated webinar schedule—gain insights from our special presenters about topics like QoS, Hybrid WAN Management, Capacity Planning and more.

Additional Resources
Case studies, white papers, eBooks and more are available for your learning on the LiveAction resources page.

“With LiveNX, we have a sense of comfort that our team can quickly address network issues during stressful peak busy hour network traffic conditions.”

— Senior Network Engineer for a Live Events Company

Note: This customer story is based on information provided by a live events company and describes how that particular organization benefits from the deployment of LiveAction solutions. Many factors may have contributed to the results and benefits described.
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